Bilingual Teacher Exchange

Virtual Classroom
Learn Spanish, French, Mandarin, and other Languages

About Virtual Classrooms at
Bilingual Teacher Exchange

Methods of Learning at the
BTE Virtual Language Classroom

BTE Virtual Classroom is a digital replica of a traditional
classroom or training room. The instructors teach, and the
participants learn in real-time, face-to-face but via internetenabled technology devices. The classroom or the meeting
room staple – whiteboard – remains intact. Brainstorming,
ideation, and discussions happen in real-time. Tests are
given and taken pre and post the session and reports are
ready right after the session is over.
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BTE Classrooms offer more flexibility over a traditional
classroom and you can deliver the instruction to a
geographically dispersed audience at one time. Both
instructors and learners increase collaboration with other
learners and instructors from around the world, and
attendance is automatically tracked. Moreover, an online
classroom typically incorporates more communication tools,
such as chat, open discussion boards, polls, multimedia
content and social media.
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Live Online Certified Native Speaking Instructors
Accredited Language Curriculum
Onsite Teaching Assistants (Option)
Recorded Classes for Ongoing Review
Polls and Surveys, Test, and Assessments
Instructional Videos
High-definition Video Conferencing
Secure Live Streaming
Advanced Interactive Whiteboard
Live Screen Share

BTE Virtual Language Classrooms are
specifically designed to meet the needs of:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Elementary, Middle and High Schools Students
University Students
Workplace and Organization Education Programs
Teachers and Professionals
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ADVANTAGES FOR SCHOOLS, STUDENTS, AND PARENTS
SCHOOLS
• Live Interactive Online Classes Recorded for Replay: Face to face teacher-student engagement with use of
whiteboards that can be recorded for ongoing learning. Students can revisit sections that were unclear, or review the
entire curriculum from time to time.
• Financial Savings: Virtual learning affords schools the ability to replicate success and create new curriculums that are
also reusable from the platform. It also reduces cost of hiring onsite staff that may not allow for flexibility in learning
and scheduling.
• Pool of Certified Native Speaking Teachers: We provide groups of trained and certified native speaking teachers
for schools to select the best fit. If necessary, substitute teachers are available for all class times.
• Choose Method of Delivery: Classes can be conducted to a one group class via smartboards or via individual
computers, tablets, smartphones, or other devices.
• Flexible Scheduling of Classes and Testing: Students may choose where and when they complete the course
and testing. Schools can add or change material at any time.
• Easy Tracking and Assessment: In a virtual learning environment, it’s easy to tell which students have completed
the activities. Built-in assessments like quizzes can help you ensure they’re absorbing the material.
• Online Teacher-Principal Meetings: Principals schedule meetings with instructors at any time.
• Onsite Teaching Assistants: An optional service provided by the host school or by BTE to enhance classroom
management and additional projects.
STUDENTS
• Live Interactive Online Classes: Face to face teacher-students engage with use of dual way whiteboards, video,
and other tools.
• Never Miss A Class-all classes are recorded: Students can revisit sections that were unclear, or review the entire
class from time to time.
• Choose Method of Delivery: Classes can be conducted as a group class via smartboards or via individual
computers, tablets, smartphones, or other devices.
• Flexibility in Scheduling Classes and Testing: Students may have the ability to choose where and when they
complete the course. Testing is also completed online or onsite.
• Increase Student Technological Learning: Students increase learning in use of technology and adapt to the future
of new learning platforms.
• Onsite Teaching Assistants: Provided as an option to enhance classroom management and additional projects
(based on course and school).
• Need Extra Help? Tutors are available hourly to fit your schedule.
PARENTS
• Online Parent-Teacher Meeting
• Tutors Support Students Learning Needs
• Easy Tracking and Assessment

About Bilingual Teacher Exchange
Bilingual Teacher Exchange (BTE) is a one-stop recruitment and staffing
source matching schools and bilingual teachers. We solve the problem
schools face in recruiting US-based teachers or in accessing native
speaking language teachers.
BTE Virtual Classrooms provide schools and students with an interactive
online language learning platform to support, improve, and advance global
learning classrooms.
For more information, contact our team at team@bilingualteacher.org
or visit us online at www.Bilingualteacher.org
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